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Partners

AURÉLIA FLÈCHE
Partner and founder

NICOLAS BENTZ
Partner and founder

GAËL LEVESQUE
Partner and founder

Aurélia was a diagnostic
and
design
engineer on
the Technical department Operation and studies team
of Dalkia headquarters (EDF
group) between 2009 and
2011. She has done energy
audit as strategic account
manager technical support
on international industries to
estimate energy savings and
carbon footprint. Since 2011,
Aurélia is a partner of Adenfi
and has specialized in the field
of finance. In particular, she
has carried out several duediligences related to technical
and contractual expertise.

Nicolas
was
responsible
of Energy project finance
consulting Department at HRS,
legal entity of the BPCE bank. He
was engineer specialized in the
field of energy management,
operating, maintenance and
power plant design for 5 years
in Dalkia, the energy subsidiary
of EDF group. Nicolas has
an experience in Renewable
energy sector with many
missions of due diligences lead
successfully on wind power
project and solar projects. Since
2011, Nicolas is a partner of
Adenfi and has carried out duediligences with a high finance
expertise.

Before Adenfi creation, Gaël
has been specialist engineer
of Energy project finance
consulting Department at HRS,
legal entity of the BPCE bank.
He is engineer specialized in
the field of energy management
and team leader of operating
and maintenance of major
sites for 5 years in Dalkia (EDF
group). Gael has an experience
in operating and maintenance
audit as senior risk analyst.

Aurélia is graduated from INSA
Rouen (France) Engineering
school with a specialization
on energy and propulsion
systems. She also has a
Master of Science from
Cranfield University (UK) on
Energy System and Thermal
Processes.

Nicolas
is graduate from
Polytech Engineering School
(energy transfer speciality)
and from Ecole Nationale des
Ponts et Chaussées, a French
graduate School in partnership
with VEOLIA ENVIRONNEMENT.

Gaël is graduate from EPF
Engineering School and has a
EUREM master of les Mines, a
French graduate School.

« We made the following observation: France lacked
integrated firms on the technical and financial aspects
advising the actors of the energy transition in their
development and responsible financing »
Nicolas, Aurélia and Gaël then decided to join
forces and Adenfi was born in 2011. With strong
entrepreneurial values and advanced skills, the
company quickly developed an innovative service of
consulting, expertise and mediation between technical
and financial interlocutors. To this day, they are the
only ones on the market to juggle these traditionally
sectored universes.
« We have always worked by taking controlled
risks. This is valid in the business and through
our respective lives. »

At the beginning
3 friends and
of Adenfi
visionary engineers !
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Key figures
Founded in 2011, our firm mainly advises
Investors, Banks and Industrials in France,
Europe and Internationally.

2018

The assets are wind farms
in France metropolitan area
or DOM TOM (Guadeloupe,
Mauritius) with prediction /
storage system; photovoltaic
solar power plants on the
ground or integrated on roofs
(France, DOM-TOM, Spain,
Italia, UK, Germany, Australia,
Madagascar, Morroco); units
of anaerobic digestion with
injection
into
the
GRDF
network;
hydraulic
dams
(Guyane, France); cogeneration
units of biogas or natural gas
(France, Cameroon); biomass
power plants (France).

2016

2014

The transactions on which we
intervene range from 1 M€ to
250M€ of investment, mainly in
montages of project financing.

The Projects are production
plants of renewable electricity.
They are of all sizes (from a
few kW to several MW.) and
various technologies (wind,
solar, biogas cogeneration,
etc.).

1 109
M€

4 000
MW

5 900
assets

IN TRANSACTIONS

O F I N S TA L L E D P O W E R

AUDITED PROJECTS

2011

1 200 assets - 2,8 GW

30 assets Biogas

4 600 assets - 1 GWc

400 000 t - CO2 avoided

Wind record track over the entire
French park and abroad. Energy Yield
Assessment, Operational Audit, Energy
Yield Re-evaluation.

Help fundraising for dedicated project
companies.
Supporting
strategic
development and promoting projects.

We are specialized in analysis and
management of portfolios of PV plants.
Audit and monitoring of large plants on
the ground. Development Assistance

The equivalent of CO2 emissions of
Lyon’s population in 2017.
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Our activity

ENGINEERING

ADVICE

Our expertise concerns the technical,
financial and contractual aspects of energy
infrastructure projects from design to operation. Our services cover multiple technologies in relying on a network of banks,
investors, builders and energy producers.

The ever-changing energy market requires every day more support of independent expertise.
Strategy :
Due-diligence
Financing, Advising on Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A)
Corporate refinancing
Support in fundraising
Constitution of Tender File

Financial engineering :
Dedicated financial model creation
Valuation of assets
Modeling of debt restructuring
Determination of selling prices of energy
Dimensioning of contractual mechanisms

Technical engineering :
P50 / P90 Yield study
Risk analysis
Assistance to Project Management
Technical performance audit
Storage and prediction

Services :

RENEWABLE
ENERGIES
ENERGY SOURCES
WITH LOW CO2 EMISSIONS

Project Company Rating (Rating)
Market research
Contractual Analysis
Data mining
Training
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References
7 years of consulting activity dedicated
to the supply and energy distribution,
financing and project acquisition

January 2019 /

June 2018 /

June 2018 /

And you ? /

JPee’s partnership with the Caisse
de Dépôts group becomes 49%
shareholder of 200 MW of wind and
solar power plants. Adenfi is happy
to have accompanied JPEE in this
transaction, which after the acquisition
of QUADRAN by Direct Energy, is a
major operator of the M&A market.
Our double competence in technical
and financial engineering brought
comfort and confidence in the success
of the operation.

The Adenfi firm provided technical
expertise on all the assets of the
acquisition scope (wind, solar, hydro,
biogas), allowing the acquisition of
the subsidiary Lucia (holding 100%
Quadran) to the amount of 303 M€
(as well as a € 113 million Earn-out
clause dependent on projects under
construction).

Adenfi accompanied CGNEE in the
development of the 30 MWp solar parc
« BlueBerry », winner of AO CRE 4.4. This
is the first greenfield project developed
by CGNEE in France. The project is
the result of CGNEE group’s ability to
work on greenfield projects, with the
support of Adenfi bringing expertise in
technical analysis, Financial modeling
and development strategy.

We would love to collaborate with you
in the near future, do not hesitate to
contact us by email at the next address :
hello@adenfi.com
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Testimonials

Many actors have trusted us
in France and abroad.
Why not you?

Antoine DE LAROCQUE

Catherine GRANDJEAN

« The efficiency and precision of Adenfi brings
comfort in the process of M&A. »

« Adenfi’s expertise provides comfort to the investors
and helps to identify the key points of the project. »

Vincent FALLAS

Vincent MAREC

« The expertise, enthusiasm and professionalism of
the Adenfi team has been constant in each of
our collaborations. »

« A mix of technical and financial skills
that allows quality support with
high added value. »

Xavier NASS

Pascale COURCELLE

« With a good relationship and concrete results,
we were delighted with the missions carried out by
Adenfi and their innovative services like the rating
on this type of asset. »

« Our collaborations on common issues have
demonstrated the cross-functional skills
of the Adenfi team that are essential
to the energy market. »

Zhuzhu LIANG

Why not you ?

« Punctual, precise, relevant and agile, Adenfi is our
trusted technical and financial advisor. »

« We would love to add your testimonial
about our next collaboration. »

HEADQUARTERS
183 rue d’Alésia
75014 PARIS

C O N TA C T

hello@adenfi.com
www.adenfi.com

FOLLOW US !

